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Competitive reaction pathways of C2Cl3 + NO via four-membered ring

and bicyclic ring intermediatesw
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The products and mechanisms of the atmospherically and environmentally important reaction,

C2Cl3 + NO, are investigated comprehensively by step-scan time-resolved Fourier transform

infrared emission spectroscopy and the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d)//B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of

electronic structure calculations. Vibrationally excited products of Cl2CO, ClNCO, CCl3NCO and

NCO have been observed in the IR emission spectra. Cyclic intermediates are found to play

important roles leading to the rich variety of the chemical transformations of the reaction. Mainly

two competitive reaction pathways are revealed: the four-membered ring intermediate pathway

leading to the products Cl2CO + ClCN which is essentially barrierless and the bicyclic ring

intermediate pathway leading to the product channels of ClNCO + CCl2, CCl3NCO and

CCl3 + NCO which is rate-limited by a barrier of 42.9 kJ mol�1 higher than the reactants.

By photolyzing the precursor at 248 and 193 nm, respectively, C2Cl3 radicals with different

internal energy are produced to observe the product branching ratios as a function of reactant

energy. The Cl2CO channel via the four-membered ring intermediate pathway is shown to be

overwhelmingly dominant at low energy (temperature) but become less important at high energy

while the ClNCO and CCl3NCO channels via the bicyclic ring intermediate pathway are greatly

enhanced and compete effectively. The experimental observation of the products and their

branching ratios varying with reactant energy is well consistent with the calculated potential

energy profiles.

Introduction

The chlorinated radical is known to be among intermediates of

the combustion of chlorinated hydrocarbons (CHCs) which

are commonly found in the environment because they are

widely used as an effective, yet relatively non-flammable

solvents, unlike kerosene or gasoline.1,2 The trichlorovinyl

radical, C2Cl3, has been demonstrated to be involved in the

most important and sensitive reactions in a number of systems

of burning and pyrolysis of chlorine-rich unsaturated CHCs,

especially during the incineration of municipal solid waste

(MSW) such as poly(vinyl chloride).3,4 Meanwhile, nitrogen

oxides (NOx) are also the generally acknowledged pollutants

emitting from the burning process of CHCs, which are known

to react rapidly with free radicals and such reactions are

thought to suppress soot formation.5 Despite the prominence

of the C2Cl3 radical in combustion chemistry and environ-

mental chemistry, investigations of its reaction mechanisms

and kinetics have been relatively scarce. The reaction

kinetics of C2Cl3 with molecular oxygen was first measured

by Russell et al. in 1989 using a tubular flow tube reactor

coupled with a photoionization mass spectrometer (PIMS) in

the temperature range 298–648 K.6 Another reported kinetics

measurement was the reaction of C2Cl3 with Cl2 by Knyazev

et al. and the reaction rate constants were obtained to be

k = 3.79 � 10�15T0.87 exp(�55 K/T) cm3 molecule�1 s�1.7 As

a serial work prior to this study, we have studied the reaction

products and mechanisms of C2Cl3 radical with O2 and NO2

theoretically and experimentally.8–11

Although there has been a lack of investigation concerning

the title reaction C2Cl3 + NO, sufficient information can

be retrieved from the literature for its counterpart reaction

C2H3 + NO which may provide valuable hints for the current

work.12–18 In early experiments performed in the context of

the mercury-photosensitized decomposition of acetylene/NO

mixtures13 and H or Cl initiated reactions of acetylene with

NO,12 Sherwood and Gunning observed that HCN and H2CO

are the dominant products of the C2H3 + NO reaction at

room temperature and suggested that the reaction proceeds

through an OCCN four-membered ring intermediate

(1,2-oxazete) followed by N–O and C–C bond breaking. Later,

this mechanism was confirmed in the ab initio calculations by

Sumathi et al.16 using the methods of MP2 and CCSD(T) with

the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. However, this calculation also

predicted that the C2H3 + NO reaction can not proceed

beyond the four-membered ring oxazete intermediate at room

temperature due to a high barrier for dissociation of the

oxazete intermediate and hence the products HCN + H2CO
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can only become significant at high temperature. This is

obviously in contradiction with the earlier experimental

observation of Sherwood and Gunning.12,13

Such discrepancies have been well resolved by two recent

theoretical and experimental works. Striebel et al.17 performed

ab initio calculations at the QCISD(T) and the multi-reference

configuration interaction (MRCI) level, providing a higher

level quantum chemical analysis of the key stationary points

on the C2H3 + NO potential energy surface. The net result

was a confident prediction that the pathway to forming

HCN + H2CO has a maximum barrier that lies well below

the reactants (62.8 kJ mol�1 below), substantially lower than

in the previous results of Sumathi et al.16 Their RRKMmaster

equation calculations based on these lower barrier heights

satisfactorily reproduced the measured temperature and

pressure dependence of the rate coefficient. The calculated

rate coefficient drops too slowly with decreasing pressure,

indicating that the reaction does not terminate at the

1,2-oxazete four-membered ring intermediate, but proceeds

by the 1,2-oxazete dissociation to form final products

HCN + H2CO. In addition, another low energy pathway

producing H2CNH + CO through a bicyclic intermediate was

also predicted in their calculations. Subsequent to this work,

Osborn et al.18 identified unambiguously the products H2CO

and HCN by time-resolved Fourier transform emission

spectroscopy and determined that HCN + H2CO via the

dissociation of four-membered ring intermediate is the only

significant product channel for the C2H3 + NO reaction near

room temperature. Other possible reaction pathways forming

H2CNH + CO via the bicyclic intermediate was indicated

to be much less competitive based on the absence of the

bimolecular reaction products CO in the IR spectra and a

predicted upper bound of 0.19% branching ratio of this

channel from RRKM calculations.

It was shown in previous investigations that the only

observed significant reaction pathway for the C2H3 + NO

reaction involves the production of HCN + H2CO via the

four-membered ring intermediate 1,2-oxazete,18 although

there also exist other low energy pathways via a variety of

reactive intermediates (nearly 26 bound, topologically

different C2H3NO isomers were identified to be relevant to

the C2H3 + NO reaction channel).16 For the C2Cl3 + NO

reaction subject to study in this work, the question arises

whether the reaction products and mechanisms are analogous

to that of C2H3 + NO or not. In particular, are there any

reaction pathways via intermediates, such as the bicyclic

intermediate, in competition with the seemingly dominant

four-membered ring intermediate pathway for the C2Cl3 + NO

reaction? In this work, we are motivated to investigate the

competitive pathways of the C2Cl3 + NO reaction resulting

from the rich variety of the cyclic reactive intermediates

possibly involved in the reaction due to the rich valence

variation of N atom in NO and the lone pair electrons in the

N and O atoms. Electronic structure calculations at the

CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d)// B3LYP/6-311G(d) level are performed

to analyze the key stationary points on the C2Cl3 + NO

potential energy surface and predict the feasible reaction

pathways. Experimentally, vibrationally excited products of

Cl2CO from the four-membered ring intermediate pathway

and ClNCO, NCO and CCl3NCO arising from the bicyclic

ring intermediates have been detected by means of step-scan

time-resolved Fourier transform infrared emission (TR-FTIR)

spectroscopy. By adjusting the precursor photolysis wavelength,

C2Cl3 radicals with different internal energy are produced to

observe the product branching ratios varying with energy

among competitive reaction pathways, providing further

experimental evidence of the four-membered and bicyclic

ring intermediates as the key reaction steps leading to these

products.

Computational and experimental methods

Theoretically, the geometries of the reactants, products,

various intermediates, and transition states are optimized

without any symmetry constraint using the hybrid density

functional theory, i.e., Becke’s three-parameter nonlocal

exchange functional with the nonlocal correlation functional

of Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP) with the 6-311G(d) basis sets.19,20

For the current reaction involving seven heavy atoms, the

B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory is a balanced method

considering the computational efficiency and accuracy.

Harmonic vibrational frequencies and the zero-point energies

(ZPE) are calculated at the same level of theory with the

optimized geometries. The intermediates are characterized by

all the real frequencies while the transition states possess one

and only one imaginary frequency. Connections of the transition

states between two local minima have been confirmed by

intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations at the B3LYP/

6-311G(d) level.21 To obtain more accurate relative energetic

information, single-point electronic energies using coupled-

cluster theory, which includes all single and double excitations

plus preservative corrections for triples, CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d),

are calculated using the B3LYP/6-311G(d) optimized geometries.

All of the theoretical calculations are performed with the

Gaussian 03 program package.22

Experimentally, the reaction products are monitored by

step-scan, time-resolved Fourier transform emission spectro-

scopy which has been described in detail elsewhere.23 The

instrument comprises a Nicolet Nexus 870 step-scan FTIR

spectrometer, an excimer laser (Lambda Physik CompexPro

102F), a pulse generator (Stanford Research DG535) to

initiate the laser pulse and achieve synchronization of the laser

with data collection, two digitizers (internal 100 kHz 16-bit

digitizer and external 100 MHz 14-bit GAGE CS14100

digitizer) which offer fast time resolution and a wide dynamic

range as needed, and a personal computer to control the whole

experiment. A liquid-nitrogen cooled InSb detector is used in

this experiment. The reaction is initiated in a stainless steel

flow reaction chamber in which a pair of parallel multi-layer

coated mirrors reflect the UV laser beam multiple times to

increase the photolysis zone. C2Cl3 radicals are generated by

photodissociation of C2Cl4 at 248 nm or 193 nm. Samples of

C2Cl4 (Z 99%) and NO (Z 99.5%) enter the flow chamber

1 cm above the photolysis beam via needle valves. The

chamber is pumped by an 8 L s�1 mechanical pump and the

stagnation pressure of the chamber is measured by a MKS

capacitance manometer. The constant pressure of sample is

maintained by adjusting the pumping speed and the needle
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valves. Typically, C2Cl4 (10 Pa) and NO (60 Pa) are used to

keep pseudo-first-order reaction conditions. Transient infrared

emission is collected by a pair of gold-coated Welsh-Cell

spherical mirrors and collimated by a CaF2 lens to the

step-scan TR-FTIR spectrometer. The flow rate is fast

enough to replenish the sample at each laser pulse running

normally at a repetition rate of 10 Hz as described in detail

previously.9

Results and discussion

Computational results and possible reaction pathways

Theoretical calculations are first performed to predict the

possible reaction products and mechanisms. By exploring

the energies and geometries of the major intermediates and

transition states on its lowest singlet potential energy surface,

the minimum energy reaction paths for the energetically

accessible product channels are obtained for the reaction of

C2Cl3 radical with NO. Geometries of the reactants, products,

various intermediates, and transition states are optimized at

the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level and their single-point energies are

refined at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d) level using the B3LYP/

6-311G(d) optimized geometries. Fig. 1 and 2 present,

respectively, the optimized geometries and energy diagram of

the key intermediates and transition states along the potential

energy surface. For conciseness, only the energetically

accessible reaction routes related to the formation of the

reaction products are displayed. As shown in Fig. 2, the

predicted heats of reaction based on the CCSD(T)/

6-311+G(d)//B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of calculation agree

well with the experimental values, suggesting that the present

computational method is expected to provide reliable energetic

and mechanistic information for the C2Cl3 + NO reaction.

Initial association

As exhibited in Fig. 2, the C2Cl3 + NO reaction is an

addition–elimination reaction starting with the barrierless

addition of NO to C2Cl3 radicals by the N-attack mode

which leads to the planar trichloro(nitroso)ethylene with

two conformations, trans-Cl2C
1QC2Cl–NO (IM1) and

cis-Cl2C
1QC2Cl–NO (IM2) (C1, C2 are labelled in order to

distinguish the two different C atoms). Meanwhile, the

energized trans-IM1 can readily undergo trans–cis rearrangement

to cis-IM2 through the rotation of terminal N–O bond via the

low barrier transition state TS1. In view of the bond lengths of

IM1/IM2, the C–C bond and N–O bond are still strong double

bonds. The energy of IM1 is 192.6 kJ mol�1 lower than that of

the reactants, while IM2 is 167.4 kJ mol�1 lower, indicating

that the initial adduct trans-IM1 is slightly more stabilized but

the cis-IM2 is more reactive, from which three different

ring intermediates are encountered, and then several reaction

channels are open.

Pathway via four-membered ring intermediate IM3

From the initial adduct IM2, there is a four-membered ring

closure route leading to the intermediate IM3 via transition

state TS2. During this process, the dangling terminal

O atom of IM2 approaches to the C1 atom forming the

four-membered ring IM3 with the N–O bond and C–C bond

elongated to a single bond. The four-membered ring CCNO of

IM3 is nearly planar but the isolated C–Cl bonds are pointed

out of the plane, and thus, IM3 has no symmetry. Through

transition state TS3, the C–C bond and N–O bond of the

four-membered ring of IM3 are broken simultaneously

forming the products Cl2CO + ClCN. The energy of the

products is 397.0 kJ mol�1 lower than that of the reactants

indicating this reaction route is a highly exothermic process

and the products, Cl2CO and ClCN, should be vibrationally

excited, which should aid experimental detection by TR-FTIR

emission spectroscopy.

Pathways via bicyclic ring intermediate IM4

The second reaction route starts from the isomerization of

the adduct IM2 to a bicyclic ring intermediate IM4 through

the transition state TS4 lying 42.9 kJ mol�1 higher than the

reactants, which is the rate-determining step for this route.

With the N–O bond lengthened to 1.564 Å and the C–C bond

to 1.472 Å in the bicyclic ring intermediate IM4, both the two

bonds have been weakened to single bonds. Subsequently, the

C–C and N–O bond break readily through the transition state

TS5 with a small energy barrier, forming the isomer IM5

(N-chloroformylcarbonimidoyl dichloride). The highly energized

IM5 can then undergo rearrangement and fragmentation

further, leading to three thermodynamically feasible reaction

product channels as shown in Fig. 2.

The most facile rearrangement of IM5 is the formation of a

new four-membered ring intermediate IM6 via the transition

state TS6. It should not be confused with the analogous

structure of IM3. In fact, the four-membered ring sequence

of IM6 is COCN which is different from the CCNO sequence

of the IM3. Interestingly, IM6 can also decompose to the

products of Cl2CO + ClCN through the transition state TS7

with the fission of C1–N and C2–O bonds of the COCN ring,

which has happened to the earlier discussed four-membered

ring IM3. That is, although the sequences of the two

four-membered ring intermediates are different, their further

decomposition products are identical.

The second rearrangement of IM5 is the Cl atom shift from

C2 to C1 forming trichloromethyl isocyanate CCl3NCO (IM7)

through transition state TS8. CCl3NCO is a stable molecule

existing at room temperature which is always accompanied by

minor IM5 through structural isomerization. Due to its

stability, IM7 can be observed as a final product or undergo

further rearrangement by changing the sequence of the

terminal NCO group to C(N)O to form the intermediate

CCl3C(N)O (IM8) which is followed by a facile decomposition

to the end products CCl3 + NCO owing to its unstable

character. In contrast, the anticipated product CCl3 + NCO

from the direct fission of C–N bond in IM7 is manifested to be

impossible due to the high stability of IM7.

Another rearrangement of IM5 is the migration of Cl atom

from C2 to N via transition state TS10. During the migration

process, the C1–N double bond in IM5 is lengthened to a

single bond while the single C2–N bond is shortened to a

double bond resulting in intermediate IM9 which easily

decomposes to the end products ClNCO + CCl2.
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Pathways via three-membered ring IM10

Another reaction route starting from the initial adduct cis-IM2

involves the formation of three-membered ring (CCN) isomer

IM10 through the transition state TS11. The valence of

N atom of this cyclic intermediate IM10 has been extended

from three to five and the energy of IM10 is higher than the

Fig. 1 Structures of the intermediates (IM) and the transition states (TS) involved in the C2Cl3 + NO reaction. Selected geometrical parameters

obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level are shown. Bond distances are in angstroms and bond angles are in degrees.
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other two cyclic isomers, i.e., the four-membered ring IM3 and

the bicyclic IM4, for the three-membered ring has larger strain

than the other two. IM10 may decyclize to open-chain isomer

CCl3CNO (IM11) through the transition state TS12. The

energy of CCl3CNO is a little higher than the reactants and

is quite unstable compared to another open-chain isomer

CCl3NCO (IM7). Through TS13, IM11 can transform to

CCl3C(N)O (IM8) which dissociates to the end products of

CCl3 + NCO. For this reaction pathway via the three-

membered ring intermediate, the energies of the intermediates

and transition states involved are much higher than that from

the other two pathways via the four-membered ring or

bicyclic ring intermediates. Therefore, the three-membered

ring intermediate pathway appears to be energetically much

less competitive.

Overall, the above calculations predict three reaction

pathways, i.e., pathways via four-membered ring, bicyclic ring,

or three-membered ring intermediates. Four accessible

product channels may result and the energies released from

these three exothermic channels are 397.0 kJ mol�1 for

Cl2CO + ClCN, 440.8 kJ mol�1 for CCl3NCO, 49.5 kJ mol�1

for ClNCO + CCl2, and 114.1 kJ mol�1 for CCl3 + NCO,

respectively. In addition, an endothermic reaction channel

leading to ClCNO + CCl2 with the energy 133.6 kJ mol�1

higher than the reactants is also found, which is obviously not

thermodynamically accessible and the detailed reaction route

is not shown in Fig. 2 for clarity. Among the three reaction

pathways, the four-membered ring intermediate pathway

leading to the products Cl2CO + ClCN should be the most

kinetically and energetically favourable because it involves the

least molecular rearrangements and the energies of all the

transition states are all well below the reactants, which is

essentially barrierless. In view of the other two pathways via

the bicyclic ring or three-membered ring intermediates, they

are rate-limited by large energy barriers (i.e., TS4 and TS 13

lying 42.9 kJ mol�1 and 79.8 kJ mol�1 higher than the

reactants, respectively) and thus expected to be much less

competitive, resulting in minor yields of the corresponding

products ClNCO + CCl2, CCl3NCO, and CCl3 + NCO.

These results predict that at room temperature Cl2CO +

ClCN should be the dominant channel. However if the reac-

tion proceeds at high temperature and the reactants are

supplied with sufficient available energies to surmount the

large energy barriers, the product branching ratios of the other

reaction channels, CCl3 + NCO, CCl3NCO, and ClNCO +

CCl2, should increase, i.e., these channels will play more

significant roles while Cl2CO + ClCN will become less

important. The predicted product channels and variation of

branching ratios with energy will be detected by the following

experiments.

Experimental observation of the reaction products

Experiments of time-resolved Fourier transform infrared

emission (TR-FTIR) spectroscopy combining with laser

photolysis are performed to observe the reaction products

and the reaction pathways in competition with each other.

C2Cl3 radicals are generated by excimer laser photolysis of the

precursor C2Cl4 and they are the only reactive radicals

produced from the photolysis.6 Two laser wavelengths, 248

and 193 nm, are used to generate the C2Cl3 radicals with

different internal energy. The laser fluence dependence of

product yields have been measured in the intensity range from

4.2 to 9.6 � 106 W cm�2. The measured slope of the fluence

dependence is 1.2 � 0.2 and 1.1 � 0.2 at 248 nm and 193 nm,

respectively, indicating that only one photon dissociation

process occurs. Besides the radical C2Cl3, there exist some

possibly interfering photofragments: Cl atoms, Cl2 and C2Cl2
molecules. The reaction of Cl atoms with NO occurs via

three-body association with a termolecular rate constant of

9.0 � 10�32 cm6 molecule2 s�1.24 Under the present total

pressure of 70 Pa, it is estimated that the three-body association

Fig. 2 Profiles of the potential energy surface for the C2Cl3 + NO reaction. The indicated energies (in kJ mol�1) are obtained at the CCSD(T)/

6-311+G(d)//B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of calculation. The data in brackets are the experimental heats of reaction obtained using the data in NIST

webbook (http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/). All the energies given are relative to the reactants and structures of crucial reaction intermediates

are also depicted.
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reaction occurs slowly on a time scale of hundreds of milli-

seconds. The other photofragments, the chlorinated acetylene

C2Cl2 and Cl2 are stable molecules. Although Cl2 may react

with NO via bimolecular process, the reaction occurs slowly

even at high temperature, e.g., k = 1.74 � 10�18 cm3

molecule�1 s�1 at T = 673 K.25 The reaction rate constant

of C2Cl2 with NO was not measured before but it should be as

slow as for the analogous C2H2 + NO reaction, which occurs

with a rate constant of 2.07 � 10�24 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 at

T = 673 K.26 Consequently, all the co-existing photo-

fragments Cl atoms, Cl2 molecules, and chlorinated acetylenes

C2Cl2 are not likely to compete with the highly reactive C2Cl3
radicals in their reaction with NO molecules (the reaction rate

constant of C2Cl3 radical with NO was not measured before

but it should be comparable to the analogous C2H3 + NO

reaction, with the room temperature reaction rate constant

reported17 to be (1.6 � 0.4) � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1). The

photodissociation of C2Cl4 molecules provides a good source

of C2Cl3 radicals for the study of its consecutive reaction

with NO.

C2Cl4 �!
hv

C2Cl3 þ Cl

! C2Cl2 þ Cl2

Based on previous photodissociation studies, the energy of

the reactant, i.e., the photolytically produced C2Cl3 radicals,

can be first estimated as follows. UV absorption spectra

measured by Berry27 show that chloroethylenes C2H3Cl,

C2H2Cl3, C2HCl3 and C2Cl4 all have two absorption bands

Fig. 3 Product TR-FTIR emission spectra from the reaction of C2Cl3 + NO taken at typical delay times from 10 ms to 94 ms after initiation of the

reaction by an excimer laser at 248 nm (a) and 193 nm (b) collected using the InSb detector at a spectral resolution of 16 cm�1, (c) is the higher

resolution (0.5 cm�1) spectra obtained at 248 nm.
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in a region between 260 and 140 nm. A broad absorption band

atB200 nm is assigned to the p*’ p transition. Both 193 and

248 nm excitation falls into this absorption band, corresponding

to the p*’ p transition. Except for C2Cl4, the photodissociation

of a series of chloroethylenes including C2H3Cl, C2H2Cl2 and

C2HCl3 has been well studied with photofragment ion imaging

or photofragment translation spectroscopy.28–33 These studies

have demonstrated that following the p* ’ p transition at

193 nm, the photodissociation mechanisms for various

chloroethylenes are basically the same, and the dominant

pathway is the C–Cl bond rupture through predissociation

via the crossing of the pp* state with the repulsive ps* state, to
give rise to fast Cl atoms. The measured average translational

energy fraction ranges from 43.4, 42.2 and 36.6% for C2H3Cl,

C2H2Cl2 and C2HCl3 photodissociation, respectively. The

photodissociation of C2Cl4 should follow the same mechanism

as other chloroethylenes and thus the translational energy

release can be evaluated to be most similar to that of

C2HCl3, though perhaps a little smaller according to the trend

shown with the Cl-substitution. Supposing 36% of energy

released into the translation, the average internal energy of

the C2Cl3 radicals can be estimated to be 62.3 kJ mol�1 at

248 nm and 150.6 kJ mol�1 at 193 nm, respectively. Evidently,

the internal energy content of C2Cl3 radicals is greatly

increased from 248 to 193 nm. At both wavelengths, hot

C2Cl3 radicals with significant vibrational excitation are

involved in the consecutive reaction with NO molecules.

However, no IR emission signal due to vibrationally excited

C2Cl3 radicals was detected in the TR-FTIR spectra in the

reference experiments of the 248 or 193 nm photolysis of pure

C2Cl4. The reason is that all the vibrational modes of C2Cl3
are below 1800 cm�1, which is beyond the spectral detection

range of InSb. This provides a background free detection of

the reaction of C2Cl3 with NO2.

Once the gaseous mixture of 10 Pa C2Cl4 with 60 Pa NO

was irradiated by the excimer laser, strong IR emissions

were observed as shown in Fig. 3. These IR emission bands

are originated from the vibrationally excited products of the

C2Cl3 + NO reaction. The spectra were collected with resolu-

tions set at 16 and 0.5 cm�1, respectively. There are basically

two broad IR emission bands spanning 1740 to 1920 cm�1

(band I) and 2000 to 2300 cm�1 (band II), respectively, in the

16 cm�1 resolution spectra. As shown in Fig. 3(c), these two

bands are rotationally irresolvable at the spectral resolution

of 0.5 cm�1, suggesting that they are not originated from

diatomic products of NO and CO although their IR bands

also fall within these spectral ranges, because rotationally

resolved structure should be well resolved for NO and CO at

0.5 cm�1.11 Instead, these unresolved bands should be ascribed

to polyatomic molecules. The assignment of these structureless

bands is made possible with the aid of our theoretical calcula-

tions which have predicted the feasible reaction products.

IR emission spectra record the infrared fluorescence emitted

from vibrationally excited species due to a set of vibrational

transitions n - n � 1 and thus the band is generally much

broader than normal static IR absorption spectra and the peak

center exhibits somewhat red shift relative to the fundamental

frequency position (1 - 0). According to its spectral position,

the intense emission band from 1740 to 1920 cm�1 (band I) are

most likely ascribed to the C–O stretching mode of Cl2CO

(fundamental frequency at 1827 cm�1), which are predicted to

be the major products theoretically. This IR emission band

due to Cl2CO has also been observed in the reaction of C2Cl3
with O2

9 and NO2
11 in our previous studies. The assignment

of this band to another possible species with fundamental

frequency at 1884 cm�1, ClCO,34 can be ruled out. First, none

of the theoretically calculated feasible reaction pathways

can lead to the product ClCO. Secondly, the possible

channels corresponding to ClCO, i.e., ClCO + CCl2 + N

(DH = 322.1 kJ mol�1) or ClCO + CN + Cl2
(DH = 46.0 kJ mol�1), are all endothermic and obviously

not thermodynamically accessible.

The other emission band spanning from 2000 to 2300 cm�1

(band II) at 248 nm undergoes apparent blue-shift with

increasing time while its intensity grows, which is abnormal

considering the fact that vibrational relaxation should result in

the decreasing of the IR emission intensity as the band

blue-shifts and cascades toward the band origin. This indicates

that the broad 2000–2300 cm�1 band actually arises from two

species with distinct time evolution. Fig. 4 depicts the temporal

evolution of three selected infrared emission peaks (1850,

2103 and 2183 cm�1). From Fig. 4, it is clearly seen that the

2183 cm�1 peak exhibits different kinetics from the peak at

2103 cm�1, suggesting further that the 2000–2300 cm�1 band is

due to two infrared emitting molecules which are peaked at

2103 and 2183 cm�1, respectively. Moreover, as shown in

Fig. 4 Temporal evolution of several selected infrared emission peaks

(1850, 2103 and 2183 cm�1). The experimental data (dotted lines) are

fitted with the biexponential rate function and plotted as solid lines.

The IR emission intensities of the peaks are obtained from the

spectra collected using the InSb detector at a spectral resolution of

16 cm�1: (a) at 248 nm and (b) at 193 nm.
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Fig. 3(b), when the photolysis laser is changed from 248 nm to

193 nm, the splitting of this band to two components with

peaks at 2103 and 2183 cm�1 is more obviously discerned.

Relative to the Cl2CO band peaked at 1850 cm�1, the intensity

of the 2000–2300 cm�1 band becomes much stronger at

193 nm than that at 248 nm. It shows that the reaction

products detected at 193 and 248 nm are basically identical

while the relative product yields are varied remarkably.

To assist in assigning this illegible band II comprising two

species peaked at 2103 and 2183 cm�1, Table 1 lists the

vibrational frequencies and Einstein A coefficients of the

products and intermediates (IM) involved in the C2Cl3 + NO

reaction calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level. By multiplying

a scaling factor of 0.96, the calibrated frequencies using

the B3LYP density functional method with the basis set

6-311G(d,p) are expected to agree well with the experimental

fundamentals and provide a basis for the spectral assignment.

As shown in Table 1, the calculated vibrational frequencies are

well consistent with the experimental values for most species.

Judging from the vibrational frequencies, the reaction

products of ClCN, ClNCO, ClCNO are possibly related to

the 2103 cm�1 peak. ClCNO can be first excluded since this

product arises from a thermodynamically inaccessible channel

as shown in Fig. 2. Second, this peak is not ascribed to ClCN

since ClCN is the co-product of Cl2CO which should also have

a decreased yield at 193 nm. However, the intensity of this

peak is greatly enhanced at 193 nm compared to that at

248 nm. In addition, ClCN corresponds to very small

Einstein A coefficient (25.8 s�1) as shown in Table 1 and thus

is expected to give rise to very weak IR emission signals. In

contrast, the product ClNCO corresponds to much larger

Einstein A coefficient (506.4 s�1) and arises from an energetically

feasible channel. The 2103 cm�1 peak can be safely assigned to

ClNCO. If there is some ClCN buried in the band of the strong

emitter ClNCO, the contribution of ClCN to the fairly strong

IR emission band of 2103 cm�1 is negligible.

It is noticeable in Fig. 4 that the 2183 cm�1 peak reaches its

maximum intensity much more slowly than those of the other

two peaks at 1850 and 2103 cm�1, both at 248 and 193 nm.

This implies that the 2183 cm�1 peak should correspond to a

reaction intermediate which can be collision-stabilized at later

time and thus grows to maximum intensity more slowly than

the bimolecular reaction products, the Cl2CO with its

band peaked at 1850 cm�1 and another product ClNCO at

2103 cm�1. Among all the [C2, Cl3, N, O] intermediates

involved in the reaction, the open-chain isomers CCl3NCO

and CCl3CNO have the vibrational frequencies falling close to

the 2183 cm�1 peak as shown in Table 1. However, our

theoretical calculations have shown that the formation of the

highly unstable species CCl3CNO is an endothermic process

(DH = 4.3 kJ mol�1) and thus CCl3CNO is ruled out.

Comparatively, the intermediate CCl3NCO falls around the

global minimum of the potential energy surface while facing a

large exit barrier of dissociation. Therefore, the highly stable

intermediate CCl3NCO is the most likely species which can

be collision-stabilized and thus captured in the IR spectra

corresponding to the 2183 cm�1 peak. Furthermore,

CCl3NCO has the largest Einstein A coefficient (844.8 s�1)

among all the possible products and intermediates, which

enhances greatly the probability of observing this species in

the IR emission spectra.

Overall, the assignment of the broad band II comprising

two species of ClNCO and CCl3NCO peaked, respectively, at

2103 and 2183 cm�1 is quite reasonable if considering the fact

that the structure with the XNCO sequence generally has the

largest stability among the [X, C, N, O] isomers according to

our calculations for X = Cl, CCl3 and earlier findings for

X = H, CH3.
16,41 The calculated fundamental frequency

(1 - 0 transition) of 2202 and 2280 cm�1 for ClNCO

and CCl3NCO, respectively, well fit both the observed peak

positions of 2103 and 2183 cm�1.

In addition, as shown in Fig. 3(b), when the photolysis laser

is changed from 248 to 193 nm, a small peak at 1951 cm�1 can

be identified in between the intense band I and band II. While

at 248 nm, there is no obvious signal at this position. Based on

the calculated frequencies listed in Table 1, this weak band is

most likely ascribed to NCO which is also a feasible reaction

product according to our theoretical calculations. Because of

its small Einstein A coefficient (29.7 s�1), NCO exhibits only a

weak peak which can be barely discerned in between the

neighbouring two strong bands. Since its IR band does not

overlap with any other product species, NCO can still be

observed although with small Einstein A coefficient.

Possible secondary reactions and their effects on the observed

emission spectra

Although it is a versatile and powerful means of observing the

IR-active products in a reaction mixture, the IR emission

detection has the disadvantage of low sensitivity relative to

other detection methods. Thus, the species partial pressures

are necessarily relatively high to ensure adequate signal-to-

noise ratios for detection purposes.18 To minimize the secondary

reactions of C2Cl3 radicals, we have maintained the NO

concentration much larger than that of the C2Cl3 radicals

(C2Cl3 concentration estimated to be B10–100 times less than

the NO concentration according to the absorption cross

section of the precursor C2Cl4 at 248 and 193 nm).24

Fig. 4 plots the temporal evolution curves of the three major

products Cl2CO, ClNCO and CCl3NCO. The rise reflects the

product formation and the decay is due to vibrational relaxation

and removal from the observation zone. The diffusion causing

the removal from the observation zone occurs on the time

Table 1 Experimental and calculated fundamental vibrational
frequencies (cm�1), and Einstein spontaneous emission coefficients
A(1 - 0) (s�1) of the products and intermediates (IM) involved in
the C2Cl3 + NO reaction calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level

Species n(expt)34–40 n(calc) A(1 - 0) Vib. mode

Cl2CO 1827 1822.0 158.3 C–O
ClCO 1885 1895.4 71.3 C–O
ClCN 2216 2223.7 25.8 C–N
ClNCO 2212 2201.9 506.4 N–C–O
ClCNO 2281 2325.9 211.7 C–N
NCO 1921 1919.2 29.7 N–C–O
IM5 — 1805.1 174.7 C–O
IM7 — 2280.2 844.8 C–N
IM10 — 1801.2 98.0 C–N
IM11 — 2358.6 673.0 C–N–O
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scale of hundreds of ms and thus can be neglected.10 Therefore,

the rise and fall of the IR emission temporal curves are fitted

with a sum of two exponentials y0 + C(exp(�k1t) �
exp(�k2t)), providing information of the kinetics of the

product formation and vibrational relaxation. Under this

simplified model, satisfactory fitting results are obtained as

shown in Fig. 4.

The biexponential fitting yields a pseudo-first-order formation

rate constant of 1.1 (�0.2) � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 for

Cl2CO, 1.6(�0.3) � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 for ClNCO,

and 1.8(�0.6) � 10�12 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 for CCl3NCO,

respectively, at 248 nm photolysis, and these values are

increased to 2.0 (�0.1) � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1,

2.9(�0.2) � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1, and 3.5(�0.5) �
10�12 cm3 molecule�1 s�1, respectively, at 193 nm because of

more excess energy. There were no measurements of the

reaction rate constant of C2Cl3 + NO previously in the

literature. Presumably, the reaction rate of C2Cl3 + NO

should be close to its counterpart reaction, C2H3 + NO,

which has a room-temperature rate constant of

1.6� 0.4� 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1.17 Obviously, the derived

formation rate constants of Cl2CO and ClNCO agree well

with the presumed reaction rate constant for the C2Cl3 + NO

reaction, indicating that Cl2CO and ClNCO are the primary

products of the C2Cl3 + NO reaction. For the product

CCl3NCO, its formation rate constant of 1.8(�0.6) �
10�12 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 is one order of magnitude smaller

than the overall reaction rate constant of C2Cl3 + NO. One

possibility is that CCl3NCO is from the three-body association

reaction of C2Cl3 + NO which requires the product to be

sufficiently stabilized at later reaction time and thus the

formation rate is slower than the bimolecular reaction

products of Cl2CO and ClNCO, as we have suggested in the

spectral assignment. The other possibility is that CCl3NCO

may arise from secondary reactions, i.e., the consecutive

reaction of the primary products causing the formation delay

of CCl3NCO. However, the possible secondary reactions

which should occur mainly between the primary radical

products (CCl3, CCl2 and NCO) and the abundant NO or

C2Cl4 molecules can be eliminated as sources of this product

as follows (secondary radical–radical reactions are negligible

due to the low concentration of radicals).

For the association reactions of CCl3 + NO, CCl2 + NO,

and NCO + C2Cl4 which are only of importance at pressures

of several hundreds to thousands of Pa, they are expected to

occur with negligible probability considering the low pressure

of the present experiments (70 Pa).42–44 The highly reactive

NCO+NO reaction (k= 3.36 � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 at

room temperature)45 does not coincide with the formation rate

constant of CCl3NCO (k = 1.8 � 10�12 cm3 molecule�1 s�1)

observed in the experiment. Furthermore, NCO was actually

observed as a very minor product and thus its secondary

reactions are not expected to give rise to detectable IR

emissions. The possible CCl3 + C2Cl4 and CCl2 + C2Cl4
reactions simply do not yield products with vibrational

frequencies within the current spectral detection range. From

the above analysis, it can be elucidated that the major product

species observed in the IR emission spectra arise from the

primary reaction of C2Cl3 + NO, but not secondary reactions.

Branching ratios varied with reactant energy among competitive

reaction pathways

Basically, there are four reaction products, Cl2CO, ClNCO,

NCO and CCl3NCO observed in the TR-FTIR spectra, which

can be associated to three bimolecular reaction channels:

Cl2CO of the channel Cl2CO + ClCN, ClNCO of the channel

CCl2 + ClNCO, and NCO of the channel CCl3 + NCO, as

well as one combination reaction channel forming the collision-

stabilized adduct CCl3NCO. To estimate the branching ratios

of these channels, the product IR emission intensities (denoted

by maximum peak heights) are corrected by two factors. One

is the instrumental response function which reflects mainly the

spectral response of the detector varied with the IR frequency

within the broad spectral range that the four products cover

from 1800 to 2300 cm�1. The instrumental response function

was measured using a black-body source (Gemini R Model

976, Isothermal Technology LTD) maintained at 773 K.9 The

other factor is the product Einstein A coefficient which can be

obtained from the ab initio calculations. Table 1 lists the

Einstein A coefficients for the fundamental frequencies

(1 - 0 transitions) calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level.

For the broad IR emission bands comprising several products

from 1800 to 2300 cm�1, the contribution of each species are

weighed by their Einstein A coefficients. By this means, the

relative product yields and branching ratios of each channel

can be estimated and the results are listed in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, the Cl2CO channel obviously

dominates the total reaction, accounting for a branching ratio

of 90.2% at 248 nm and 56.5% at 193 nm. This agrees very

well with the theoretical calculation results showing that

Cl2CO arises from the essentially barrierless four-membered

ring intermediate pathway which is the most kinetically and

energetically favourable among all the possible pathways. In

contrast, the other two products ClNCO and CCl3NCO only

accounts for minor yields at 248 nm. As pointed out in our

calculation results, these two products are both generated from

the bicyclic ring intermediate pathway which is rate-limited by a

barrier of surmounting TS4 which lies 42.9 kJ mol�1 higher

than the reactants. With an internal energy of 62.3 kJ mol�1

when produced by 248 nm photolysis, the reactant C2Cl3
radicals possess just enough energy to surmount this barrier

and thus the products ClNCO and CCl3NCO are observed in

the IR emission spectra but with very low yields (9.7% in

total). While the reactant C2Cl3 radicals are partitioned with

significantly increased internal energy of 150.6 kJ mol�1 at

193 nm, this rate-limited barrier of 42.9 kJ mol�1 is well below

the energy of the reactants and the bicyclic ring intermediate

pathway is thus greatly enhanced. Correspondingly, the

branching ratios of the two products ClNCO and CCl3NCO

are remarkably increased to a total of 43.5% at 193 nm,

almost accounting for half of the product yields.

Table 2 Derived branching ratios (%) of three main product
channels at 248 and 193 nm. The branching ratios have been
normalized assuming these channels account for the total reaction

Branching ratio Cl2CO ClNCO CCl3NCO

At 248 nm 90.3 5.8 3.9
At 193 nm 56.5 27.8 15.7
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Primarily, the experimental evaluation of the branching

ratios shows that the Cl2CO channel via the four-membered

ring intermediate pathway is overwhelmingly dominant at low

energy (temperature) but becomes less important at high

energy when the ClNCO and CCl3NCO channels via the

bicyclic ring intermediate pathway are enhanced and compete

effectively. The observed variation of the branching ratios with

energy among competitive reaction pathways consists nicely

with the calculated potential energy profiles, providing further

experimental evidence that the reaction proceeds through the

key intermediates of four-membered and bicyclic ring adducts.

Among the four observed products, NCO corresponds to a

weak emission band superimposed on top of the intense bands

of Cl2CO (band I) and ClNCO/CCl3NCO (band II). While the

other bands are quenched due to vibrational relaxation at later

time, the NCO band becomes quite noisy. Thus, it is hard to

estimate its band intensity under this situation. For this

reason, the relative yields and branching ratios are not given

for NCO as for other intense products listed in Table 2.

Nevertheless, this treatment does not affect the estimation of

the branching ratios with other products. It can be expected

that the product yields of NCO is negligible because the signal

of NCO can barely be discerned at 193 nm while not detected

at all at 248 nm.

Conclusions

In summary, the products and mechanisms of the C2Cl3 + NO

reaction are investigated comprehensively by step-scan time-

resolved Fourier transform infrared emission spectroscopy

and CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d)//B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of electronic

structure calculations. Vibrationally excited products of

Cl2CO, ClNCO, CCl3NCO and NCO have been observed in

the IR emission spectra. Cyclic intermediates are found to play

important roles leading to the rich variety of the chemical

transformation of the title reaction. There are mainly

two competitive reaction pathways revealed: (1) the four-

membered ring intermediate pathway leading to the products

Cl2CO + ClCN which is essentially barrierless and should be

the most kinetically and energetically favourable pathway at

room temperature; (2) the bicyclic ring intermediate pathway

leading to the product channels of ClNCO + CCl2,

CCl3NCO, and CCl3 + NCO which is rate-limited by a

barrier of 42.9 kJ mol�1 higher than the reactants, and should

be less competitive.

By photolyzing the precursor at 248 and 193 nm, respectively,

C2Cl3 radicals with different internal energy are produced to

study the product branching ratios as a function of energy

among competitive reaction pathways. The branching ratios

derived from the IR emission spectra shows that the Cl2CO

channel via the four-membered ring intermediate pathway is

overwhelmingly dominant at low energy (temperature) but

becomes less important at high energy when the ClNCO and

CCl3NCO channels via the bicyclic ring intermediate pathway

are greatly enhanced and compete effectively. The nice

agreement between the experimental observation of the

product branching ratios variation with reactant energy

and the calculated potential energy profiles indicates that the

C2Cl3 + NO reaction proceeds primarily through these key

cyclic intermediates, i.e., the four-membered and bicyclic ring

intermediates.

Compared to its counterpart C2H3 + NO reaction

which has only one observed significant product channel,

i.e., HCN + H2CO via the dissociation of the four-membered

ring intermediate, the C2Cl3 + NO reaction exhibits a variety

of competitive channels involving not only the four-membered

ring intermediate, but also the bicyclic ring intermediate

pathways. The reason leading to the different chemistry of

these two seemingly similar reactions is currently under

investigation.
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